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Letter dated 25 February 1981 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Philippines to the Secretary-General - 

I have the honour to request that the attached text of two paragraphs on 
Kampuchea contained in the Final Declaration adopted at the Ministerial Conference 
of Xon-Aligned Countries held at New Delhi from 9 to 12 February 19@1, be circulated 
as an official document of the General Assembly, under items 22, 34, 58 a.nd 83 of 
the preliminary list, and of the Security Council. 

(Signed) Carlos P. ROMULO 
Chairman of the ASEAN Standing Committee 

Minister for Foreign Affairs 
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ANNEX 

PM!AGRApHScNKpMpucHEACCNTAINZD 
IN THE FIN&L DEaARATIcN AWFIZD 
AT THE MINISTERIAL CdJFzRENcE OF 
NON-ALIQJEDCfUNlWES,NEW DELHI, 

9 - 12 FEBRuAP.!f 1981 

"Reviewirx;;the situation in Southeast Asia, the Ministers 

expressed grave concern over the continuing conflicts and tensions in 

the region, particularly as some of the states are rretirs of the Non- 

Aligned f+xarent. They reaffirmed their sup&xt for the principles of 

non-interference in the affairs of sovereign states: and the inadmissi- 

bility cf the use of force against sovereign states. They warned that 

there was a real danger of the tensions in and around Kampuchea escalating 

over a wider area. They were convinced of the urgent need to de*scalate 

these tensions through a canprehensive political solution which would 

provide for the withdrawal of all forces, thus ensuring full respxt for 

the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of all states in 

the regia? inoluding Kampuchea.” 

"The Ministers reaffirmed the right of the people of Kaquchea to 

determine their own destiny free from foreign interference, subversion and 

coercion and expressed the hope that through a process of negotiations and 

mutual understanding a cl.imte conducive to the exercise of that right 

would be created. The Ministers also agreed that the humanitarian problws 

resulting from the conflicts in the region required urgwt measures which 

would need the active cooperation of all parties concerned. 'Ihey urged 

all states in the region to undertake a dialogue .xhich would lead to the 

resoltiticn of differences anwng themselves and the establishment of 

durable peace and stability in the area as well as the elimination of 

involvement and threats of intervention of outside -rs. In this context, 

the Ministers noted with approval the efforts being made for the early 

establishment of a mne of peace, freedom and neutrality in the region and 

called upn all states to give those efforts their fullest suppart." 


